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About This Content

The Dark Angels Pack adds the iconic Space Marine chapter to Warhammer® 40,000®: Dawn of War® II: Retribution™ with
eight unique models for the major multiplayer units as well as new color schemes for the others. The Force Commander is

replaced by a Dark Angels Company Master complete with winged helmet, the Tactical Marine squad all sport the iconic Dark
Angels robes. Additionally, the Scout Squad, Assault Marine Squad and Terminators all receive similar chapter-specific

revisions. The Space Marine vehicles also get a visual makeover with this DLC pack, adding custom designs and emblems to
differentiate them from the standard vehicles.
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Title: Warhammer 40,000: Dawn of War II: Retribution: Dark Angels Pack
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Relic Entertainment, Feral Interactive (Mac/Linux)
Publisher:
SEGA, Feral Interactive (Mac/Linux)
Release Date: 6 Apr, 2011

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2, Windows Vista, Windows 7

Processor: Pentium IV 3.2Ghz, or any dual core processor

Memory: 1GB (XP), 1.5GB (Vista), 1.5 GB (Windows 7)

Hard Disk Space: 8.5GB space free

Video Card: 128 MB Video Card using Shader Model 3 (Nvidia GeForce 6600 GT / ATI X1600)

Other: Online Steam Account

English,French,German,Italian
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Cheap thrills. Do not buy this game. It is unstable. It loads on my computer, asks me to pick a landing site, and then to pick a
crew. As soon as you pick a crew it shows you a rotating picture of Mars and freezes up. I tried rebooting and running the game
again and it happened again. After three tries I gave up. Never even got to play the game. Waste of $5.00!. For a free VN, I
honestly wasn't expecting much from this game. After beating the game then going back to get all of the achievements, this has
become one of my absolute favorite VNs. It's has an engaging story with plenty of fun and intense moments that kept me
reading, and likeable characters that recieve a suprising amount of development in so short a time. Overall, I very much enjoyed
the experience of playing this game and if you enjoy or are intrested in VNs or you just have some free time on your hands, you
can certainly do much worse than Lucid9.. This game looks cool, i like the subject matter, but its missing something.
I was looking for another game like "production line" while taking a break from Factorio and decided to give this game a try.

Simply put, as much as i enjoy factory games, i find it hard to care about selling the stuff i am making..
You are given orders which are strait forward, you make them, and you get rid of it.
No sense of accomplishment, Nothing really changes based on your actions, you put 1+2=3 now get rid of it.
The employees are annoyingly dumb, and the only thing stopping you from walking away is that you need to make sure your
repair man does not neglect some random item for too long.

This game is still early access, there obviously still needs to be more additions to the game like financial breakdowns, more
variety of items, exc. But in its current state i cannot reccomend this game, nor do i care enough to finish it. After my first
secession, i did not care enough to re-launch this game. Back to Factorio.. Absolutely terrible quality technically.

Loved this game years ago but trying to play the version for MAC through steam is completely bug ridden

It crashes constantly or hangs without warning. Didn't even bother to supply the actual copy protection stuff for the original
version included. Ended up going to an old wiki forum to source it so I could at least play the game.

Tried to contact Steam and they take no responsibility as it was a third party who is responsible for the port.

Waste of time. Awful game. Very cheaply made, all the enemies are on cocaine and run you down. This is supposed to be a 2d
bloodborne clone, but it has nothing to do with bloodborne, trust me.. Would have loved to have kept playing, but you start a
"shift" you then have about 5 minutes before it's over (regardless of what you do), and another minute to get back to your bed
before you fall asleep and have a nightmare, rinse and repeat. Like many others have said, this game could be so much better if
the developer was at all interested in refining the game, but they don't give that impression in fact it doesn't look like the
developer has visited the forums in the last 8 months.

The deciding factor.. the control scheme just doesnt feel natural on a mouse and keyboard. I am picking up video tapes and have
no idea what to do with them. Open ended puzzles reset themselves as you attempt to solve them unless you choose the hidden,
correct path with no mistakes.. For the tl:dr crowd,
A decent game, easy mechanics to learn, a funny story with plenty of puns, worth it for the story. The sound track is nice too.

A rather simplistic game, you mass units that are identical to your opponent's and aim to take control of all the territory on the
map by suiciding them into enemy castles. The usual strategy involves either out producing the AI or waiting for them to waste
their units in an assault then counter attacking. There are three resources, stone (grey) is used to build more castles faster,
gold(yellow) is used to produce units and medows(green) let's your castles upgrade faster. An upgraded castle controls more
territory and thus can reach resources more than hexigon away.

The story is interesting enough. When your first opponent is called The Clearly Evil Empire you know what sort of story to
expect. Plenty of puns and cliches but it works and will get a few laughs and eye rolls at least.

The game was made for mobile as well as PC and the controls reflect it, you won't need more than your mouse.

In summary: Worth trying, a decent story and time waster.
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What you see is what you get, its an ok game, if you like what u see in the video\/pics I recommend u get it but at a discounted
price.. Fun Build a Tower game. Firstly read the manual

This is a good aircraft to have it flies very well, there's plenty of switches to use, most do something or at least click, however
there are about six large knobs that say they control "red back ground lights" on the pilots & co pilots panels etc, but they don't
work?

The nose wheel steering is very precise, (once you get used to it). if you have a mouse wheel it's superb to use.

The altitude selector and V\/Spd is slightly different from what I'm used to, you have to select your cruise height say 18000 feet,
then use the thumb wheel on centre pedestal to increase your climb speed with Auto Pilot on, this airplane won't level out as you
get to the 18000 feet. You have to manually decrease the V\/Spd down to zero climb, that is once you get close to the 18000
foot mark. if you don't, you'll climb onwards and upwards. once you stop the climb the auto pilot keeps you at your desired
height. do the same for your decent.

The aircraft sounds are pretty spot on, the turbine sounds are very good (just turn up your head phones)

it's a 9\/10 for this one, if the red lights were working it could be 10\/10.. Game does not work!. This is technically a "match-3"
title, but it's of the vein where you need to click 3+ connected pieces of a type to destroy them all, not "three in a row =
destroyed". The problem is... well, this is the beginning of a series. And like any first game in one of these casual titles, it's
rough in a lot of ways. (See: Bejeweled, 7 Wonders, etc.)

Specifically, the biggest problem comes in how powerups and board-shapes work*. This title does not have the "there will
always be a viable move" code of a Bejeweled 2+, or the constantly-refilling powerups of a 7 Wonders. Your powerups straight
up only recharge when you break adjacent icons of that powerup. and it takes... 5? 6? per powerup to recharge it. But they only
appear on certain levels! So if you use a powerup, you're placing a bet you won't need it at all until the next board that has that
icon on it. They don't appear on all stages.

The board shapes, on the other hand, come down to this: when new pieces fall in, they only fall from the "top" of the screen on
most boards. (Some really strangely shaped ones break this rule.) BUT. It's not a permanent "refill the board, if a piece breaks,
you get new ones" thing like most other titles. If there's debris in the way, or you didn't destroy a piece with a clear "path" to the
top of the screen, nothing new falls. This, combined with the "no guaranteed matches" I mentioned above, means you WILL
have to restart some levels if the RNG doesn't play nice. It can make unwinnable, unalterable states.

I bought all three games in the series at once, and am moving onto SM2 after writing this. I hope that the game was improved
between sequels. This one has aged terribly, make it a last resort.

* I am playing on "Hard" out of two difficulties, Easy and Hard. If this is different on Easy, please, use that mode instead.
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